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CHAPTER I 
FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS 
THE DEFINITION OF A PARACOMPACT SPACE 
SOME PROPERTIES OF PARACOMPACT SPACES
Given a set X, a topology for X is defined to be a fam­
ily of subsets of X which is closed under arbitrary unions 
and finite intersections. The members of the topology are 
called open sets and we call any set whose complement is an 
open set a closed sat. A set X together with its topology 
is called a topological space.
We define a number of so-called separation properties 
for a topological space X. If for any two distinct points 
X and y in X there exists an open set about one which does 
not contain the other, then X is a T^-space. If for any two 
distinct points x and y in X there exist open sets about 
each not containing the other (but not necessarily disjoint), 
then X is a Tĵ -space. Equivalently, if each set of X con­
sisting of a single point is closed, then X is a T-ĵ - space.
If for any two distinct points x and y in X there are dis­
joint open sets U and V such that x € U and y6V, then X is 
a Hausdorff space or a To-space. Since in a Hausdorff space 
the complement of any set consisting of a single point is
— 1—
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such that each of its points has a neighborhood completely 
contained in the complement, Hausdorff spaces are necessarily 
T^-spaces* The space X is regular if for any closed subset 
A and any point x not in A there are disjoint open sets U and 
V such that A d  U and x ^ V .  Equivalently, X is regular if 
for any point x and any neighborhood tJ of x there is a closed 
neighborhood Y of x such that V d  XJ, Regular spaces need not 
be if they are they are called T„-spaces* If for each
X in X and each neighborhood H of x there is a continuous 
function f from X to [0,1] such that f(x) = 0 and f[X - U] = 
1, then X is completely regular. If a completely regular 
space is also T^, then it is called a Tychonoff space. Each 
completely regular space is regular; if x is any point in X 
and U is any neighborhood of x and f is a continuous function 
that is zero at x and one on X - Ü, then 7 = ^y: f (y) -C 1/2^ 
is an open set whose closure is contained in -̂ y: f (y) ̂  1/2^,
which is a subset of U. If for any two disjoint closed sub-
}sets A and B there exist disjoint open sets U and V such that 
A d  U and B C  7, then X is a normal space. An equivalent 
definition of normality states that if any closed set A is 
contained in an open set XJ and there exists an open set 7 
such that A <C 7 and 7 <C XJ, then X is normal, A normal T^- 
space is called a T^-space.
If ^  and ^  are families whose members are subsets of 
X such that each of the members of ^  is contained in a sin-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
gle member of then ^  Is said to be a refinement of 9̂ .
A family of subsets of X is locally finite if for every 
point in X there is a neighborhood of the point which meets 
only a finite number of members of the family. A family of 
subsets of X is point finite if each point of X is contained 
in only a finite number of members of the family. A family 
of subsets of X is called open (closed) if all its members 
are open (closed). The particular families of subsets of X 
that we shall be primarily interested in are those families 
which cover X, that is those families the union of whose mem­
bers is X. In what follows, by a refinement we shall always
mean a cover which is a refinement.
Since a point is in each of its neighborhoods, locally
finite covers are point finite. The converse is not, in gen­
eral, true. An example of a point finite cover which is not 
locally finite is given by J, Dieudonne [3, footnote (*)].
We next prove two theorems which deal with, respective­
ly, locally finite families and point finite families. The
second will be fundamental in the sequel. The proof of The­
orem 1 has been taken from J. L. Kelley’s General Topology. 
Theorem 2 is by Dieudonne.
THEOREM 1 [6. p. 126]r If is a closed, lo­
cally finite family of subsets of X, then \J^R: R€ is
closed.
PROOF; Suppose x is an accumulation point of R ^
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Then each neighborhood of z meets ^J^R: and
hence meets some R (= (31, . Since ^  is locally finite, there 
is a neighborhood N of x which meets only a finite number of 
members of QL and therefore every neighborhood of x meets 
the same R for at least one R€( L .  Hence x is an accumula­
tion point of at least one R é O ^,  Since the members of ^  
are closed, x€ R for some R€i ^  and thus x€:{J^: R € ,
which means that R. is closed,
THEOREM 2 [3. Theorem 61: If is an open, point
finite cover of a normal space X then there exists a cover
of X, having the same indexing set, and such that for 
each ck, d  A^,
PROOF ; Let ^  be the set of all open covers = ^X^ 
of X which have the same indexing set I as and such
that there exists a subset H^ of I such that for € Hĵ ,
X^ C_ A^, and for ^ H^, / A^. The set ^ is not
empty because is itself a member where H^^ is the set
(possibly empty) of indices for which A^ is both open and 
closed, since then, if G H ^ ^ ,  A^, and if ^
Aot A^»
An order for ^ is defined as follows: if ^  « ̂ X^ and
= %  then g, ^  if and only if (1) H^ C  H^,, and (2)
for every o4.<= 1 3 *  Xu = Since ^  is clearly a transi­
tive relation, J  is partially ordered. We now wish to show
that each linearly ordered subset of ^ has an upper bound.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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that is that J is inductive. Let T  be a linearly ordered 
subset of ^ and let K be the subset of I such that K =
K  e If K, let be the member with index cL
of any cover (K. such that Since Ÿ  is linearly or­
dered, then the definition of ^  implies that this member 
is the same, no matter from which cover it comes* If K,
let = A^. Since ^ A ^  is point finite, for any x€X,
there are only a finite number of indices such that x €
A^. If at least one of these indices oC is not in K, then, 
by definition of ^ Z ^ , x e Z^. If all of the indices are 
in K, then, since 'P is linearly ordered and there are only 
a finite number of indices cA., all are in a least ^  =
is a cover of X and therefore x is in at least one mem­
ber of since if € Hq;̂, then X^ C  A^, and if ^ X^ =
A^* Therefore, if all of the indices oC are in K, x is in at 
least one Z^. Thus covers X.
If cK. € C. A^ and so, by definition of ̂ Z ^ ,
there is an d  K such that X^€r<^ and X̂  ̂<C A^* Hence
K. Conversely, if cA G K, there is an K such that X^ =
Z^ <Z A^ and so (A, G H^^^. Therefore H ^ ^  = K, From the def­
inition of order in ^ it follows that ^Z^ is an upper bound 
for This shows that ^  is inductive and so, by applica­
tion of Zorn’s Lemma, ^ has a maximal element %  = •
If we can show that = I, then, since (A G H«^ im­
plies that A^, the theorem will be complete* Suppose
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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that is a proper subset of I, that is suppose there is
an (K such that I and Then = A^* Let U =
• Since and 13̂  form an open cover of X,
Z  - is a closed set contained in Ü* Since Z  is normal, 
there exists an open set V such that Z - C. V and V C. U,
Since V is open, X - V is closed, and therefore Z - V = Z - T. 
Since Z - M ^ < C V C V ,  Z - V C Z - V C M ^  and so Z - V C
Z - T = Z - T C M ^  = Therefore Z - V  C  A^, Since Z - U Cl
X “ V, îi = £x - V and ^ is an open cover of Z*
If we let Z - V have the index d, then for every index 'Ü ,
 ̂€ H^, and hence Also is a proper subset of
and for every <5 € , that is for d  , the members of
%\ are identical to those of Ii , which implies that i •
This contradicts the definition of as maximal. Therefore 
= I and hence, for all d , d  A^. Q.E.D.
A topological space Z is said to be compact if for 
every open cover of Z there is a finite number of members of 
the cover which also covers Z# A topological space Z is 
paracompact if every open cover has an open, locally finite 
refinement. This definition is. not that originally given by 
Dieudonne. For Dieudonne paracompact spaces were Hausdorff 
spaces in which every open cover had an open, locally finite 
refinement [3]. Kelley replaces Hausdorff with regular in 
his definition [6, p. 156]. However C. H. Dowker, in his 
definition of paracompactness, requires no separation prop-
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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erty. In this paper this last definition seems the more 
desirable.
Since X is a neighborhood of each of its points and 
since any subset of a cover which is also a cover is a re­
finement, then it follows from the definitions that a com­
pact space is paracompact. The converse is not, in general, 
true.
We conclude the chapter by showing that regular para­
compact spaces and Hausdorff paracompact spaces are normal. 
These theorems are due to Dieudonne.
THEOREM 3 [3. Theorem 1. part 1”] ; Every Hausdorff
paracompact space X is regular.
PROOF: Let F be a closed set contained in X and let a 
be any point not in F. Since X is Hausdorff, for each x € F ,  
there exist disjoint open sets V(x) and W(x) such that x6 
V(x) and a€W(x). Then ^  = £x - F and V(x): x ̂  F^ is an 
open cover of X, because each x 6 X  is either in F, and there­
fore in some T(x), or not in F, and therefore in the open set 
X - F. Since X is paracompact, ^  has an open, locally fi­
nite refinement Let U be the union of the members of (K'
which meet F. Then Ü is an open set containing F. Since 
is locally finite, there exists a neighborhood W of a which 
meets only a finite number of members of say Aj^,Ag, *
If any of these A^ meet F (there may be none of them that 
does), then each must be contained in a V(Xj^)€Î^ corre-
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sponding to an F, since refines Corresponding
to each of these is a W(Xj^) which does not meet V(x^), 
and hence if there is a point y é U  such that y€W, then, 
since is a cover, y € A ^  for some i and hence there is a 
W(x^) which does not contain y. Therefore, if V is the 
intersection of W and these W(x^) (if there are any), then 
Y is an open set containing a, since it is a finite inter­
section of open neighborhoods of a, which is disjoint from 
U* We have separated an arbitrary closed set F and point 
a ^ F  by disjoint open sets and therefore Z is regular,
Q.E.D.
THEOREM 4 [3. Theorem 1, part 2**lr Every regular
paracompact space X is normal,
PROOF: Let F and G be disjoint closed sets. Since X
is regular by Theorem 3, for each x 6 F there exist disjoint 
open sets T(x) and W(x) such that x€V(x) and G C. W(x),
Then ^  = ^X - F and V(x): x € F^ is an open cover of X.
Since X is paracompact, has an open, locally finite re­
finement (iC. If U is the union of the members of which 
meét F, then U is an open set containing F. Since is 
locally finite, for each y e  G there exists a neighborhood 
N(y) of y which meets only a finite number of members of , 
say If any of these meet F, then each must
be contained in a corresponding V(x^) that is disjoint from 
the corresponding W(x^), Therefore, if any z € U  is also in
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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N(y), then it is also in some and hence is not in at 
least one W(x^). Let V(y) be the intersection of K(y) and 
the W(Xj^) {if there are any), V(y) is an open set contain­
ing y which is disjoint from XJ. Let V = jf) : y6G"^,
Then V, as the union of open sets, is an open set, and V 
is a set disjoint from XJ that contains G, Since we have 
separated arbitrary closed sets by disjoint open sets, X is 
normal. Q,,E.D.
THEOREM 5 [3. Theorem 1, parts 1° and 2*]: Every
Hausdorff paracompact space is normal.
PROOF; This follows immediately from Theorems 3 and
4,
Dieudonne gives an example of a normal Hausdorff space 
which is not paracompact [3, Section 3], so the converse of 
Theorem 5 is not true.
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CHAPTER II 
CONCEPTS RELATED TO PARACOMPACTNESS
In this chapter we will show the relationship of para- 
compactness with certain other properties.
The notion of full normality is due to J. W. Tukey [10, 
p. 53]. In order to define a fully normal space we need two 
preliminary definitions. If ^  is a cover of X and A is any 
subset of X then the star (A.Q^) of A relative to ^  is the 
union of all members of which meet A. In particular, if 
A consists of the single point x, then the star of fx^ rela^ 
tive to G. is denoted by (x,^). If ^  and G/ are two covers 
of X, then is a A-refinement of G. if {^(x,^^): X^ re­
fines A topological space X, then, is said to be fully
normal if every open cover has a A-refinement•
The following lemma is due to J. W. Tukey.
LEMMA 1 [10. p. 49]; Every fully normal space X is
normal.
PROOF; Suppose A and B are disjoint closed subsets of 
X. Then G. = ^X - A, X - ^  is an open cover of X. Since
X is fully normal, there is a A-refinement of Con­
sider (A,1jJ ) r\ (B,l0) • Suppose X e (A.'U)) r\ (B,^) . Since 
IjJ refines (L, either (x,'lü) d  X - A, in which case 
(x jIjl)) a  » 0, or (x,U) d  X  - B, in which case (x,1jJ) Pv B =
— 1 0 —
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0* Without loss of generality suppose (x,1aJ) Cl X - B. Then 
no member of '10 both contains x and meets B, Hence (A,\x3) O  
(B,\jO) ” 0m Since (A,U) and (6,10) are open sets contain­
ing A and B respectively, X is normal. Q.E.D.
In Theorems 6 and 7 we show that fully normal spaces 
are paracompact and that regular paracompact spaces are 
fully normal. Both theorems are due to A. H, Stone,
THEOREM 6 [9, Theorem 1]: Every fully normal space X
is paracompact,
PROOF ; Suppose ^  is an arbitrary open cover of
X. Because X is fully normal there exists an open cover
that A-refines By induction, there exists a
sequence of open covers (n = 1,3,,,,) such that
A-ref ines Let (A,n) be the star of A relative to
and let (A,-n) be the complement of the star of X - A 
relative to \A.̂ , that is {A,-n) = X - (X - A,n), Since any 
star is the union of open sets, (A,n) is open, (A,-n), as 
the complement of a star, is therefore closed.
We show that the following seven properties, which we 
shall need, hold:
(1) (A,-n) = ^x: (x,n) C. A^ where (x,n) is the star of 
X relative to
(2) ( ( A,-n) ,n) A,
(3) ((A,n+1),n+l) C  (A,n).
(4) If A C  B, then (A,n) Cl (B,n).
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(5) Xt m  n, then (A,m) d  (A,n) .
(6) A d  (A,n) .
(7) y€(x,n) if and only if x€(y,n)
Proof of (1): x€ ̂ x: (x,n) <C if and only if x^(x,n)
and for every containing x, XJ^r\ X - A = 0, This is true 
if and only if x^IJ^ for every such that U°^/^X - A 0, 
which holds if and only if x £ | ^ ^ X  - such that f\
X - A 0 0^, or, using De Morgan’s Theorem, if and only if x 6 
X - r such that lT^d\ X - A 0 0^. But this means
that X €; X - (X - A,n) , which, by definition, is (A,-n),
Proof of (2): Suppose that meets X - A. Then d
(X - A,n) and s o t r ^ O x  - ( X - A , n )  = 0 and therefore 
((X - (X - A,n),n) = ((A,-n),n). Therefore, no d  
({A,-n),n) meets X - A, and so ((A,-n),n) d  X*
Proof of (5): Suppose x €({A,n+1),n+l). Then (x,n+l) Pv
(A,n+1) 0 0* That is for some and some
(where possibly
/ 0, and A  A 0 0. Since A-ref ines
and / 0, there is a U^e t C  such that
^ + 1 ^  Since x € U^'^^d U ^ d  (x,n).
Since (Û '*'̂  W  P  A 0 0, (x,n) A A  0 0 and therefore x e
(A,n)•
Proof of (4): Suppose x ç  (A,n) = U ^ A  A 0 0^.
If A d  B, then U ^ A  A 0 0 implies that A  B 0 0, and so x6
Olu^î B 0 0^ « (B,n).
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Proof of (5): Suppose x€ (A,m) = U™r\ A / 0^*
Since A-ref ines 1J^, for every iP O  (A,m), there exists
a 6 such that O  and therefore PVA / 0, Thus
U ^ P \ A  7̂ 0\.
Proof of (6): If x ^ Â, then, by definition of the clo­
sure of A, every neighborhood of x, and in particular every 
containing x, meets A. Therefore x € ^ J ^ ^ : PN A 0*̂  =
( A, n ) •
Proof of (7): If y^(x,n), then there exists some U ^ d
(x,n) that contains both x and y* Hence 3: (y,Ja). Similar­
ly, if x€(y,n), then y€{x,n).
Now suppose the members of (K. are well-ordered. For 
every £3C, define the sets vj (n ■= 1,2,...) as follows: (1)
- (U^,-l), (2) vj - (7^-^,n) for a ZS. Then C  ci 
V^C...# and, since stars are open, 7^, for n 23, is open.
Let 7^ ■* As a union of open sets (we may omit the
1 1 2closed set 7^ since 7̂  ̂<Z 7̂ )̂ is open. We show, by induc­
tion, that (7jj,n) C  U^. If n - 1, (7^,1) = ((U^,-l),l) CLU^, 
by Property (2). Suppose that {7^,n) d  7̂ J. Then, by Prop­
erty (3), (75r^.n+l) - ((7^,n+l),n+l) d  (7^,n) C  7^ d 7 ^ ‘"^. 
Since, for each n, 7^ClIJ(^, then kj^7^ “ 7̂  ̂d  U^.
If XÊ Z ,  then (x,l)c:U^, for some € (R, since ‘U?’ A- 
refinea and, by Property (1), x e (Uq̂ ,-1) « 7 i d  7^. 
Therefore each x € Z  is in some 1^6 ^7^"^ and so covers X.
If X €7^, there exists an n >  0 such that (x,n) d  7^,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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L-1because for some n ^ 2, x , since covers X and
forms an increasing sequence. Therefore (x,n) C  (V^“^,n) =
We now define, for each n >  0, a transfinite sequence 
of closed sets as follows: (1) ,-n) , (2)
* This definition is possible be­
cause, by assumption, ^  is well-ordered and therefore there 
is a first cL.
We show, now, that for d / no can meet both
l̂ ndL 8,nd Without loss of generality, suppose and
let be a member of such that IT̂" C\ ^ 0, and let x
be in A  By Property (1), A  A
- Uf<Â .-n) = u“n 1̂:: (x.n) C and
therefore, d  - U^<ûC^nç,* Therefore if ^<<A,
“ O’ =o ^  *°®a not meet
«nï*
Next, we prove phat “ Z, that is covers
X. Suppose x€ X.  Since covers X, there is a Y^ such
that X 4V^, and since the c(.* s are well-ordered because (ĵ  
is well-ordered, there is a first cC such that x€T^. We 
have shown that there is an n >  0 such that (x,n) <d 
Suppose that for this o(. and this n. By definition
of X 4 which means, by Property (1),
that x^ ^x: (x,n) d  Y^ - and therefore (x,n) must
contain at least one point y such that y By
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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definition of 7^, (x,n) and so
for some ç>< ô , y By Property (4), (y,n) d  (H^^,n),
and by Property (7), x e  (y,n) d  (H^^,n). It follows from 
the definition of that Cl (7^,-n), and so, by Prop­
erty (4), (Hj^^,n) d  { (7^,-n) ,n) . By Property (2),
C(7^,-n),n) c  7^ and so xe7^, for some ^ c  cC. This contra­
dicts the assumption that oC was the least index such that 
x€7^. Hence x and so covers X.
Let n+3) and = (H^^,n+2). Cleary,
^noC^ ^noc^^nt^.* By Property (6), (E^^,n+3) and
therefore, by Property (3), ( (B^^,n+3) ,n+3) CL
^̂ noC*̂ '*'̂  ̂ n̂oC* Thus B^^^CL E ^ ^ d
We now show that, if 'ïS / oC, no can meet
both G^^ and G^^. Without loss of generality, we can sup­
pose i < d .  Suppose that G^^ / 0 and G^^ 0 0
for some Since A-ref ines there
exist two members and of such that XJ^^̂
^ndk ^ ^ and XĴ'̂’̂ d  Since
A-refines and since 0, there exists
a such that U^'^^CL X7̂ . Therefore XĴ  meets
both and We have already shown that this cannot
happen. Thus for no X J ^ ^ ^ ^  does XJ^^^ meet both G^^^ 
and Ĝ Ŷ# if '% 0
Let Fĵ  = ^oC^noL* Suppose x€F^. This means that every 
open neighborhood N{x) of x meets F^, which means every N(x)
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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meets some and since each N(x) is open, each meets
some Consider the open neighborhood (x,n+2) of x.
Each such that O  (x,n+2) meets some Ê ^̂ .
Since we have shown E ^ ^ d  each meets some G^^, but we
p-t- 2have also shown that no u meets both G^^ and Ĝ ^̂  where 
3̂ pC and therefore no such that TJ^^^CZ. (x,n+2) meets
more than one E^^. Hence, for any open neighborhood N(x) of 
X, such that N(x) d(x,n+2), N(x) meets a single set E ^ ^  
This means xéÊj^^ and, by definition of E^, xeF^^. There­
fore d  F^ and hence F^ is a closed set*
Define (n = 1,2,.*.) as follows: (1) = G^^,
(2) = «nol - (riV^FgVJ for 1. is a
star and hence open. For n ■> 1, is the intersection of
an open set and the complement of a finite union of closed 
sets and therefore open* Therefore is open for all n*
We shall show that refines (R.. First we show
l̂ niil covers X* If x € X ,  since covers X, x G f or
some n and oC, We have shown d  Ê ^̂ . Let m be the
smallest integer such that E^^^ contains x. Since ^ ^ d  Gĝ ,̂ 
x€Gjg^ and, by definition of F^, x ̂  F-̂  VJ Fg VJ , . . ^  ̂ m-1* 
Hence x €  Ĝ ^̂  - (Fj^W FgVJ ... W  ) « Ŵ ^̂ * Therefore 
^Wjg^ covers X.
Wjg^d G^^ = (Hj^^,n+2) by definition of W^^, and, by 
Property (5), (H^^, n+2) d  (tInof G) * By definition of 
^n<^^ By Property (4), (H^^,n) d  ( { ,-n) ,n). By
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Property (2), ( { -n) ,n) <C 17̂  and we have shown that ^ C _
U^. Therefore d  U^, which means that refines ̂= WV
Finally, we show that is locally finite. Let x
be any point of X. covers X and so for some n
and oC* Then (x,n+3) d  (H^^,n+3) = Therefore, if
k >  n, (x,n+3) does not meet since Wĵ .̂  = - ( F ^ W
Fg VJ ... OFj^_ 3̂ ). ][f Ic <=: ri, (x,n+3) d  since
<^n+3 ^«pefines and is either the same as
or A-refines depending on whether k = n or k <  n.
Therefore, if (x,n+3) meets Wĵ ,̂ then U meets Wĵ ,̂ for
k+2k n, and hence meets We have shown that no TJ meets
both Gĵ  ̂ and Gĵ-jj for ^ ̂ • Since Wj^>^d G^^, and
therefore also (x,n+3), meets for at most one value ^ .
Therefore (x,n+3), a neighborhood of x, meets at most n of 
the sets Ŵ ^
Sâ ncf̂ i is an open, locally finite refinement of the 
open cover and therefore X is paracompact. Q.E.D.
THEOREM 7 [9, Theorem 2]: Every regular paracompact
space X is fully normal.
PROOF: Let ^  be any open cover of X. By hypothesis,
^  has an open, locally finite refinement A lo­
cally finite cover is point finite and, by Theorem 4, a reg­
ular paracompact space is normal and therefore, by Theorem 2,
there is an open cover X̂,̂  ̂ such that for every index
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d  U^. Since tA. is locally finitSs for each x e X  there is 
an open neighborhood N(x) of x which meets for only a 
finite number of indices cC. Let A(x) be the set of these 
indices and let B(x) be the subset of A(x) which consists 
of those indices oL such that xetJ^o Let C{x) be the sub­
set of A(x) consisting of the indices oC such that x ̂ X^*
If o( G  A(x) and c^w^BCx) (that is x ̂  r then^ since X^CZ. 
U^, X  ̂  X^ which means that 0CéC(x)o If oCè A(x) and o(. 4= 
C(x) (that is x€X^), then, since X^ d  x e which means 
that 0^6 B(x). Therefore B(x) LV C(x) = A(x) . Let W(x) =
N(x) n  cC€ B(x')̂  n  P \ ^  “ c^eC(x)^o Since x e
N(x) and x e  ^ B( x)^ and x e  “ X^: c<̂ € C(xf^,
X e  W( x) . Also, N(x) is open, ^  ̂  B(x)^ is a finite
intersection of open sets and hence open,
C(x)^ is a finite intersection of complements of closed sets 
and hence open, and therefore W(x), as a finite intersection 
of open sets, is open. As x takes on all values in X, \jJ = 
^W(x)^ is an open cover of X.
We now show that A-refines Suppose y€ X . Since
covers X, there exists an X^ such that y € X^o Consider 
the star (y,1jJ) of y. If W(x) <d (y,tij) @ then, since y€W(x) 
and y€X^, W(x) H  X^ 0. Since X^ d  W ( x ) H  0 0 and, 
because W(x), by definition, contains N(x), A(x). Since
W(x)dl O  ” X^: C^€:C(xj^, then W(x) O  X^ 0 implies that 
^ ^  C(x). Therefore, since A(x) = B(x) VJ C(x), B(x)»
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By definition, W(x)<C. B(x)^ C_ This shows
that if y€W(x), then W(x) <Z which means ( ŷ ljj) CZ 
Therefore the stars (x,\jj) refine the cover \K, which refines 
the arbitrary open cover and hence X is fully normal, 
q.E.D.
THEOREM 8 [9. Theorem 2]; Every Hausdorff paracompact
space X is fully normal,
PROOF; This follows immediately from Theorems 3 and 7* 
Since, by Lemma 1, fully normal spaces are normal, 
Theorem 7 affords an independent proof of Theorem 4, which 
says that regular paracompact spaces are normal, and Theorem 
8 affords an independent proof of Theorem 5, which says that 
Hausdorff paracompact spaces are normal*
In Lemma 2 and Theorem 9 we show that for regular 
spaces the paracompactness property is equivalent to other 
properties.
Equivalence (d) in Theorem 9 makes use of the notion of 
(T-looal finiteness, A family (ÎL of subsets of a space X, 
and in particular a cover, is (y -locally finite if R  is the 
countable union of locally finite families. Equivalence (e) 
says something about a strongly soreenable space, A family 
^  of subsets of X, and in particular a cover, is discrete 
if for each x e X there is a neighborhood of x which meets at 
most one member of K.. R. H, Bing [2, p, 176] calls a space 
strongly soreenable if every open cover has an open refine-
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ment which is the countable union of discrete families, or, 
in words paralleling a previous definition, a space is 
strongly screenable if every open cover has an open G““dis- 
crete refinement. Lemma 2 and Theorem 9 are due to E, Ml” 
chael.
LEMMA 2 [7. Lemma 2]: Every countable, open cover
^7i^ of a topological space X has a locally finite refine” 
ment such that Aĵ  C. 7^ for every i.
PROOF: Let ^  j=l^j ( ̂  “ l»2,oc«) and let Â  ̂ =
Wj_ and Aĵ  ■= for i 2. If z e Z, then, since
covers X, x€7j_ for at least one i and, since ^7^ is count” 
able, there exists a least i such that x 6 7ĵ . If i =* 1, 
xéA-j^, and if i ^  2, then x ^  ^  “ % - l  înd hence x 6
Ai = Wi ” Therefore ^ A ^  covers X,
Given x € X, let j be the least index such that x 07j ,
If k >  j, 7j C  U i - i ’̂i “ % _ i  etnd hence, for k > j, 7 ^ 0
A^ « 0. Since there are only a finite number of members of 
the cover ^Aj^ with indices i such that 1 6  j, 7j is a 
neighborhood of x which meets only a finite number of members 
of the cover ^A^ and hence ^Aj^ is locally finite.
Since Aj_ = and A^ ■= j=l^j follows
that A^ C. 7ĵ  for each i, %.E.D.
THEOREM 9 [7. Lemma 1. Theorem 1. Proposition l]t The
following properties of a regular topological space X are 
equivalent :
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(a) X is paracompacto
(b) Every open cover of Z has a locally finite refine­
ment.
(c) Every open cover of X has a closed, locally finite 
refinement.
(d) Every open cover of X has an open (T-locally finite 
refinement.
(e) X is strongly screenable (every open cover of X 
has an open (T-discrete refinement).
PROOF : (a)—^(b). This is immediate.
{b ) —^  (c). Suppose ^  is an open cover of X. We re­
call that a space is regular if for any point of the space 
and any neighborhood of the point, and therefore for any 
open set containing the point, there is an open set whose 
closure is contained in the neighborhood which contains the 
point. Therefore, since X is regular and is an open 
cover, there is an open cover \) of X such that the closures 
of the members of \J refine R. Since \] is open, there is 
a locally finite refinement 'W of \)» Hence every x & X  has 
a neighborhood, and we may suppose this to be an open neigh­
borhood, which meets only a finite number of the members of 
*W. Let ^  be a cover whose members are closures of the 
members of Then, for each x€X, the neighborhood which
meets only a finite number of members of " W will meet only 
a finite number of members of K. Hence (K, is locally
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finite. Since each member of ^  is contained in the closure 
of a member of \j, each of which, by definition of \), is 
contained in a member of refines
( o) — » (a). Suppose S. ■ is an open cover of X with 
a locally finite refinement (k. * Then, since is lo­
cally finite, = £n(x): x € X  where N(x) is an open neigh­
borhood that meets only a finite number of members of 0 ^  is 
an open cover of X. Since every open cover of X has a closed, 
locally finite refinement, TL ŝ̂ s a closed, locally finite 
refinement For each At ÛL define A* *■ X -
VJ^W€1 a3î A W = 0^0 Since any subfamily of the closed, 
locally finite cover IjJ is a closed, locally finite family,
A A  W “ 0"̂  is closed by Theorem 1. Hence A'', as 
the Complement of a closed set, is open. A C  A ’, since we 
have subtracted only that part of X which does not meet A.
It follows from the definition of A ’ that for all W6\0p 
W A A ’ 0 0 if and only if W A a  / 0. Since (h. refines 
we can choose for each Ae (X an R(A)t 5^ such that A<Z R(A)« 
Let U - {a» A R(A) : A t & ^  . Since A* A  R{A) C  R(A) for 
each A t  CL , \| is a refinement of (K. and, since each R(A) 
and A* are open, \J is an open cover. Each N(x)t*V\ meets 
only a finite number of members of (L and therefore only a 
finite number of sets A» and therefore, since A ' A  R(A) C: A' 
only a finite number offsets A» A  R(A) t . Since is 
locally finite, there is, for each x€X, a neighborhood of
s
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X which meets only a finite number of members of IjJ, each of 
which meets only a finite number of members of A ’ A  H(A)^\J , 
and so *\J is locally finite.
(a)—>{d). Since a locally finite cover is trivially a 
countable union of locally finite families, it is an 
immediate consequence of (a) that every open cover of X has 
an open, r  -locally finite refinement*
(d) (b }. Suppose X is regular and such that every 
open cover ^  has an open, (T' -locally finite refinement
be the union of the elements of 
(i = 1,2,...). Then is a countable, open cover of X
and therefore, by Lemma 2, there exists a locally finite 
refinement ^A^ such that Â  ̂C. for each i. Let \aJ =
^-^i * Since U r\ Aĵ  C  A ^ d Y ^  = IJ^Ü: U e
, 10 refines K. and since ^A^ is locally finite, so al­
so is IjJ.
I (e)— >(d). A discrete cover is certainly locally
finite and so if, since X is strongly screenable, every 
open cover has an open, -discrete refinement, then every 
open cover has an open, T" -locally finite refinement.
(a)-^(e). Here we examine Theorem 7 and the proof of 
Theorem 6. By Theorem 7 paracompactness implies full nor­
mality for regular spaces. In the final part of the proof 
of Theorem 6 we showed that for any x e X  there was a neigh­
borhood (x,n+3) that meets, for a fixed k, at most one
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and hence, as n ranges from 1 to oo, is an open, Q"-
discrete refinement of the arbitrary open cover ^ . There­
fore in Theorem 6 we actually showed that full normality 
implies that every open cover has a Çf--discrete refinement* 
Hence, for regular spaces, paracompactness implies that 
every open cover has a QT-discrete refinement. Q.E.D.
A partition of unity on a topological space %  is a 
family ^ of continuous functions from X to the non-negative 
real numbers such that = 1 for every x e X,  A
partition of unity is point finite if, for every x e X ,  all 
but finitely many elements of ^  vanish at x. If for every 
X e X  there is a neighborhood of x on which all but finitely 
many elements of ^ vanish, then ^ is locally finite. A 
partition of unity ^  is subordinated to a cover if every 
element of ^  vanishes outside some member of the cover.
Theorem 10 is due to Michael.
THEOREM 10 [7. Proposition 2]: The following proper­
ties of a Hausdorff space X are equivalent:
(a) X is paracompact.
(b) Every open cover of X has a locally finite parti­
tion of unity subordinated to it.
(c) Every open cover of X has a partition of unity 
subordinated to it.
PROOF : (a ) (b). Let ^  be an open cover of X and
let be an open, locally finite refinement of Since
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X is Hausdorff, X is normal by Theorem 5, and since every 
locally finite cover is point finite. Theorem 2 implies 
that there is a closed cover of X  such that A ^ d
for each oC, X is normal and and X - are disjoint
closed sets and therefore, by Urysohn* s Lemma, there exists 
a continuous function f^ from X  to [0,1] such that =
1 and f^EX - V^] = 0. Let f(x) = Define (Ẑ (̂x) =
fg( (x)/f (x) for all x e X .  Consider f (x) . ^ A ^  covers X and
hence, for any x 6 X, there is an (À such that xeA^ç^ and 
hence there is an oL such that fotĈ c) = 1. Thus ^  ̂  f^ (x ) 
is never 0 . ^7^ is a locally finite cover and therefore,
for any x € X ,  there is a neighborhood N(x) which meets only 
a finite number of members of the cover. Thus for y€N(x), 
f^(y) = 0 except for a finite number of indices oC and so 
f (y) = f^ (y) is, on N(x), a finite sum of continuous
real-valued functions and hence continuous at x. This is 
true for any x G X .  Therefore = f^(x)/f{x) is a real­
valued continuous function divided by a real-valued continu­
ous function that is never zero, and so ^^^(x) is continuous. 
Since both f^(x) and f(x) are non-negative for all x, so is 
fz(g((x). ^ /fix) = f(x)/f(x) = 1 , by defi­
nition of f(x), and therefore ^  is a partition of
unity. We have just shown that each x 6 X has a neighborhood 
on which all but a finite number of the functions f^ vanish 
and hence each x € X  has a neighborhood on which all but a
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flaite number of the functions vanish. Since ^17^ covers 
X, for each oC, there is an such that f^[X - 7^] = 0 
and hence a ^  such that - V^] = 0. Therefore, since
refines for each oC there is an R € - ^  such that
- R] = 0 and so is subordinated to
(b)—>»(c). This is immediate.
(c)—>(a). First we show that (c) implies that X is 
completely regular. Suppose x€-X and N{x) is a neighborhood 
of X. Let U(x) be an open set containing x such that XJ(x) 
N(x). Consider = ^ ( x ) , X  - x^. Since X is Hausdorff and
therefore T^, X - x is open and hence lA. is an open cover of 
X. Let ^  be a partition of unity subordinated to Since
there is a J such that x) 0, Since
\ is subordinated to *IA, ^  is 0 outside some member of 
and hence must be 0 outside U(x). Let f^ = x) ) x)
where x is the fixed point. Since x) 0, f^ is defined
for all points in X. f^(x) = 0 and f^[X - H( x) ] CZ f^[X -
U(x)] = 1. It follows from the continuity of fSî that f^
is a continuous function from X to [0,1]. Since we have
shown that for any x 6 X and any neighborhood N{x) of x there 
is a continuous function f^ from X to [0,l] such that f(^(x) =
0 and f<j(̂ [X - N(x)] = 1, X is completely regular.
Since X is completely regular, X is regular. We shall 
show that (c) implies that every open cover has an open, IT- 
locally finite refinement. For regular spaces this is
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equivalent to paracompactness*
Let be an open cover of X and ^ be a partition
of unity on X subordinated to (K.* For each positive integer 
i, let \X± be the collection of all sets ^ix) >  l/i^,
for é J* Let Since every ^6 $ is zero
outside some R e  ^x: ^{x)'> l/i^cL-R for some R e  ̂  and 
so \ L is a refinement of The set ^^(x): ^(x) >  1/i^
is open for each i and therefore, since ^ is continuous,
^x: ^(x) ■> l/i^ is open for each i. Since for each x e X
= 1 and since ^l/i^ approaches 0 as i increases, 
for each x 6 X there is a and an i such that x€ ̂ x: ^{x)> 
l/i^ and hence is a cover of X*
We now show that each family is locally finite*
Suppose X 6 X and let i be any positive integer* Since for 
every ^6-^, ^(x) 0, it is possible to choose a finite sub­
set of ^ such that ^(%) >  1 - l/2i* Let W(x) =
^x: ^ fi{x) ■> 1 - l/i^* Since each e ^  is continuous
and since is a finite sum, x) is contin­
uous and therefore, since >'l - 1/1 is open, W(x)
is open in X. Hence W(x) is a neighborhood of x. Suppose 
yew(x) C\ ^(x) >  1/1%. Then >  1 - 1/1» be­
cause y 6 W(x), and so the particular fS of ^x: jzJ(x) >  l/i^ 
must be a member of otherwise 0̂ (7) + /( y )
1 - l/l + 1/i >  1 and this cannot be since 1
for all X 6 X, Therefore W(x) meets only finitely many of
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the members of , for a given i, and so \K. is CS^-locally 
finite, Q.E.D.
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CHAPTER III 
SPACES WHICH ARE PARACOMPACT
The theorems of this chapter give a number of examples 
of spaces which are paracompact. The following is a theorem 
of Dieudonne*
THEOREM 11 [3. Theorem 2 (a)1: Every closed subset of
a paracompact space X  is paracompact.
PROOF; Let F be a closed subset of X, and let =
^A^ be an open (relative to F) cover of F. Each member A^ 
of since it is open relative to F, is of the form O
F, where TĴ  is open in X. lA = - F and U^; O  F €r
is an open cover of X, since either x eF, in which case x €
for some A;̂ € (K. and hence x€U^, or x € X  - F. Since X is
paracompact, there is an open, locally finite refinement of
Each member of this refinement which meets F must be 
contained in a and its intersection with F must there­
fore be contained in A,̂ . The set of these intersections 
forms, then, an open (relative to F), locally finite cover 
of F which refines Q,.E.D.
The next theorem, due to Michael, is, in a sense, a 
generalization of Theorem 11.
A subset of a space X is a G.-set if it is the count­
able intersection of open sets; a subset is an F^-set if it
— 29 —
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is the countable union of closed sets*
THEOREM 13 [7. Proposition 3] : Every Eg.-subset of a
Hausdorff paracompact space X  is paracompact.
PROOF : Suppose A is an Fg--sub set of X. X is regular
by Theorem 3 and since any subset of a regular space is reg­
ular, A is regular. We shall show that every open cover 
of A has an open, CT -locally finite refinement and therefore, 
using the fact A is regular and Theorem 9, every open cover 
of X will have an open, locally finite refinement. Let ^  
be an open (relative to A) cover of A. Let (K. = ^ R ^  be
an open collection of subsets of X such that ^  ̂  O  R* :
R* e . Since A is an F^^-subset of X, A = i^l-^i» where 
each AjL is closed in X. For each i, define VJi = ^  - A^ and 
R*: R*€ . Since, by definition, ^  covers A and since
X - A d  X - A^ because A^ d  A, covers X, for each i. ^
is an open collection and X - A^ is open because A^ is 
closed, which means that is an open cover of X, for each
i. Since X is paracompact, has an open, locally finite
refinement = ^S^, for each i. Let = ^S: S r\A^ 7̂ 0^.
Since K ^  is locally finite, ^ is a locally finite collec­
tion. covers X and therefore |^^S: 8 AA^^ / 0~̂ , that is
the union of the elements of , contains A^. %  ̂  is a re­
finement of and it therefore follows from the definition
of that any member S of ^ which meets A, or in other
CNs. fwords, any member of \ is contained in a member R*€ Nk •
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Let = ^ 8  A  A: Since 5) , and therefore , is
an open family, Utj_ is an open (relative to A) family. Since 
is locally finite and since S r\ A <C_ S, \A^ is locally 
finite. Each member Se^j^ is contained in an R*€ ̂  and 
therefore S O A d R ’ rSA = R e ^ ,  for S • Given an x ̂
A, x€Aj^ for at least one i, and therefore, for that par­
ticular i, X € S r\ A^ for some S 6 and thus x g S A A Ç  
for some SG Î) ̂  and some i. Therefore = VJi=l*^i
an open, (T -locally finite refinement of Q.E.D.
The following is a theorem of Dieudonne,
THEOREM 15 F3. Theorem 2 (b)1: If every open subset
of a paracompact space X is paracompact, then every subset 
of X is paracompact.
PROOF: Let G be an arbitrary subset of X, and let
^  = ^A^^ be an open (relative to G) cover of G. Then each 
A^ is of the form G, where is an open set in X. Let
U = U is an open set in X and is an open
cover of U. Since each open subset of X is paracompact, 
then XI, which covers the open subset U, has an open, local­
ly finite refinement. Each member of this refinement is 
contained in a and so the intersection with G of each 
member which meets G is contained in an A^ 6 The set of
these intersections is an open (relative to G), locally 
finite cover of G which refines (̂ . Q.E.D,
The following theorem was first proved by C. H. Dowker
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[4, p. 634 (h)]. A perfectly normal space is a normal space 
in which every closed set is a Gg-set.
THEOREM 14 [7 . P. 8361; Every subset of a perfectly
normal, paracompact T^-space X is paracompact,
PROOF: By assumption, every closed set is the count­
able intersection of open sets and hence, by De Morgan*s 
Theorem, every open set is the countable union of closed 
sets, or in other words, every open set in a perfectly 
normal space is an F^-set. Since a perfectly normal T^- 
space is Hausdorff, Theorem 12 implies that every open 
subset of X is paracompact and hence, by Theorem 13, every 
subset of X is paracompact, Q,E,D,
Dieudonne was able to show that any separable metric 
space is paracompact. In doing this, he first proved that 
every locally compact space (that is a space in which each 
point has a compact neighborhood) which is the countable 
union of compact sets is paracompact [3, Theorem 3], Next, 
he proved the corollary: every locally compact space with
a countable base (that is separable) is paracompact [3, 
Corollary to Theorem 3]. Then using this corollary. Theorem 
12 and the Metrization Theorem of Urysohn, he proved that 
separable metric spaces are paracompact [3, Theorem 4],
This result has been strengthened, as Dieudonne sus­
pected it might be. Lemma 3, due to Tukey, coupled with 
Theorem 6 , shows that any metric space is paracompact.
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LEMMA 3 r10. P* 53]: Every metric space is fully
normal,
PROOF : Let (X,d) be a metric space with the metric
topology and let ^  be an open cover of Z. It
follows from the definition of the metric topology that, 
for each x G X, there is a real number E (x) >  0 such that 
S^(^)(x) = ^y: d(x,y)< €(x)^ c2 for some For
each x e X,  we may choose €(x) so that 0 <. €. <  1 and 
®4 E{x)^^^ for some G- The family \J =
X 6  Z^ is an open cover of Z.
We now show that \) A-refines . Let x^ be a given 
point of X and let H  = ^x: x^€ H contains x-j_
and so is non-empty. Choose x ^ e  H so that E(Xg) >■ 2/3 sup 
^£(x): x € H ^ ,  If x € H ,  d ( x , x^ ) <  ^(x) and therefore 
S£(x) (x) O  Sgg.(^) (xi), Since 6(Xg) > 2 / 3  sup^£(x): x ^ H ^ ,  
3£(Xg) >  2E(x) for x e H and therefore ^
^3£(xg/^l^* Since Xg e H, d(X]_,Xg)< £(Xg) and therefore 
4£(Xg) >  3£(Xg) + a(x 3^,Xg) and so (x̂ )̂ C  (Xg).
We have, if x e H, (x) <C Sg^^^j (x̂ )̂ CZ (x̂ )̂ cfl
'̂ 4€.(x ) ( ̂ 2  ) ̂  for some € <5. • Therefore, if x e H ,  that 
is if x^^e ^ * then S^^^j(x)<CU^ for some ^  . In
other words, (x^^,^) ) <C for some R  and hence \) A-
refines Q,,E.D,
THEOREM 15 [9, Theorem 1. Corollary 1]: Every metric
space is paracompact.
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PROOF: This follows inunediately from Lemma 3 and
Theorem 6 .
 ̂ A Lindelof space is a space X for which every open 
cover has a countable subset that covers X* The following 
theorem was first proved by K. Morita^.
THEOREM 16 [7. p. 8331: Every regular, Lindelof space
X is paracompact.
PROOF; Let d. be an open cover of X. Then, since X is 
Lindelof, d. has a countable subset which covers
X. This is certainly a countable collection of locally 
finite families which is an open refinement of (K. and hence, 
by Theorem 9, X Is paracompact. Q.E.D.
Star-finite coverings and the star-finite property. Math, 
Japonioae, 1 (1948), 60-68. This reference, which was un­
obtainable, is given by Michael [7, p. 835].
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CHAPTER IV 
TOPOLOGICAL PRODUCT SPACES
The first theorem of this chapter is due to Dieudonne.
THEOREM 17 [5. Theorem 5]: The topological product
Z %  Y of a compact space X and a paracompact space Y is 
paracompact.
PROOF; Let (L be any open cover of X Y, Y. From the 
definition of the product topology it follows that for every 
point (z,y)^ X %  Y, there is an open set V(x,y) of X contain­
ing X and an open set W(x,y) of Y containing y such that 
V(x,y) W(x,y) is contained in a member of Let y^ be a
fixed point in Y. Then, as x ranges over all points in X, 
the sets V(x,y^ ) W(x,y^ ) form a cover of %  ̂  " Since
X is compact, X » the homeomorphio image of X under
f(x) = (X ,y^), is also compact. Therefore, for a finite 
number of points Xĵ  ,Xg,.. • ,x^ in X, the sets V(x^,y^)
W(Xi»y^) cover Let W(y^) = O^W(x^,y^). Since
W(y^ ), the sets «Yq ) X  cover % ' If
y^ is allowed to range over Y, then *L0 = ^W(y^): y^ 6  Y ^  
covers Y. Since Y is paracompact, there exists an open, 
locally finite refinement ^  of For each cL
choose ŷ j(oC) such that A ^ d  W(ŷ (̂oC) ) . The set ^  = 
^(x^,y^^{oC)) X  A^ is an open cover of X X  Y that refines
-35-
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Let (a,b) be an arbitrary point in Z ̂  Y. Since Y is 
paracompact, there exists a neighborhood U of b which meets 
only a finite number of members of say
Then Z X  ̂  is a neighborhood of (a,b) that meets the finite 
number of sets j ) %  Aj : 1 = 1 ,2 , ... ,n and j = 1 ,2 ,..
..,m^. Hence ^  is an open, locally finite refinement of the 
arbitrary open cover ^  and therefore Z X  Y is paracompact.
Q. E* D *
It is not, in general, true that the topological pro­
duct of paracompact spaces is paracompact. This was demon­
strated by R. H. Sorgenfrey [8 ]. He constructed a Hausdorff 
paracompact space, took its product with itself, and was able 
to show the resulting space was not normal and hence, by 
Theorem 5, not paracompact.
The following theorem is by Stone.
THEOREM 18 [9. Theorem 1. Corollary 2]r The topologi­
cal product of a metric space and a compact space is para­
compact.
PROOFI By Theorem 15, a metric space is paracompact
and hence, by Theorem 17, the product of a metric space and
a compact space is paracompact. Q.E.D.
eA space has the discrete topology if every subset of
the space is open. The following lemma and the remaining
two theorems of this chapter are due to Stone.
LEMMA 4 [9. Theorem 3lt Let N be the set of positive
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integers and let T = TT"x6JV^>» where jf\. is an uncountable
indexing set. Points x 6  T are mappings where K €  J\,
is mapped into the coordinate N. If x is a point of T
and T has the product topology, then a member U of the base
of the neighborhood system of x = Is defined as follows:
let R(XJ)<C.j\. be a finite set of indices and then define U
to be the set of points y = such that for
R{TJ). Then the topological space T is not normal.
PROOF: For each k€-W, let be the set of all points
X = € T such that for each n € N different than k there
is at most one \  for which = n. We shall show that
these sets are closed. Suppose x = t,%>̂  ̂  A^ and N(x) is
any neighborhood of x. Then N(x) contains a member U of the
base for the neighborhood system of x for which the finite
set R(U) is defined. Since R(U) is finite, there exists an
index ^ € i\ such that ^ ̂  R(U). Let z = where
for all K€ -Z\. such that À / ^ and where = k. Then z €
A^ O  U and so z € . A ^ O n (x ). Therefore, given any point in 
ïcA and any neighborhood of the point, there exists another
Ic” liCpoint of A in the neighborhood, which means A is closed.
We now show that no A^ meets A^ for k ^ j. Suppose x =
€: A^ A  A^ . Since x e A^, then, by definition of A^ and 
from the fact that is uncountable, it follows that for an 
infinite number of indices X ,  = k. This is a contradic­
tion to the assumption that x 6 A^ for j ^ k. Therefore
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= 0 .
1 PThe sets A and A are, therefore, disjoint closed sets,
Suppose there exist open sets Ü and V such that A^ CZ IT,
A ^ C Z  T  and J J  C \  Y  = 0,
We now define inductively sequences of points x^G A^,
of integers 0 <  m(l) <  m(2 ) <  and of elements A^€jTi.
Let x^ = 1^)^ where = 1 for all \ €  A.* Then x^e A^ cZ.
IT. Since IT is a neighborhood of x̂ ,̂ there exists a member
of the base IT̂  ̂ such that Uj <C IT and for which a finite set
R(IT2 ) is defined. Let m(l) be the number of elements A  in
RCITĵ ) and index them for 1 ̂  k m(l). Suppose now that
x^ and Ag, . . . , '^m(n) been defined such that x^G A^
and A *  * • • » a.:re the elements of a member IT̂  of
the base for the neighborhood system of x^ such that IT̂  d  U.
Then let 2:̂ +3̂ = where, if A  = for 1 ^  k ^  m(n),
= k, and A  / A^^, = 1 . By definition of IT̂ , if h  =
Ajj., the coordinates are the same for x^ and x^^^ and,
since for all other A, = 1, it follows from the fact
that x „ G A ^  that A^ also. Therefore a member n . ̂n n+l n+i
IT of the base for the neighborhood system of x^^^ exists. 
From the way x^^^ is defined, IT̂ ^̂ ^̂  can be chosen so that 
R(U^_i_^)Z? R (IT^), and, since the addition of elements X  to 
R(U^^l) merely diminishes IT^^^, IT^^^ can be chosen such that 
R(U^^l)'P R(IT̂ )̂ properly. We note that for A  € R(U^ + 1  ̂ ” 
R{ITĵ ) , ^  = 1. If ) bas m{n+l) elements, then index
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the m(ii+l) - m(n) elements in R(^xi+1  ̂ " as -^nitnj+l»
^m{n)+S» • • • » ̂ m(n+l) • completes the induction.
Let y = where = k if A  = for k = 1,2,... ,
and = 2 if X  ^ Since for every n ^ 2 there is at
most one X  such that = n, y € d  V. Since V is a 
neighborhood of y, there exists a member 7^ of the base for 
the neighborhood system of y for which the finite set of 
indices R(7q) is defined. Since R(7q) is finite, there ex­
ists some integer M such that for k >  M, Xj^^R(7q) and 
therefore, since 0 <  m{l) <  m( 2 ) <  is a strictly in­
creasing sequence, there exists some n such that for k >  
m(n), X  ^ R (7g) . Let z = where " k if X  = X ^
for k ̂  m(n), and = 1 if X  = for m(n) <  k ̂  m(n+l)
and = 2 for all other X .  Recalling that x = ^  ̂ n+1
if = k for X  = Xj^ where k 6  m(n) and if = 1 for X  = 
Xjj. where m(n) <  k ̂  m(n+l), we see z Since X c
R(7q) implies that either X = Xĵ . for k = l,2 ,..,m(n), in
which case = k, or X  Xĵ . for k = 1 ,2 ,... ,m(n), in
which case = 2, then it follows that z € V q . Hence z e
7q TJ r\7. Since we have shown the assumption that
1 2disjoint closed sets A and A can be separated by disjoint 
open sets U and 7 leads to a contradiction, T is not normal. 
q.E.D.
THEOREM 19 [9, Corollary to Theorem 5]: If a product
of nonempty T^^-spaces is normal, all but at most a countable
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number of the factor spaces must be countably compact,
PROOF: Suppose P, a product of nonempty Tj^-spaces, is
normal and that an uncountable number J\. of factor spaces 
are not countably compact* Then each factor space which is 
not countably compact has an infinite subset which has no 
limit point and hence a countable subset which has no limit 
point* Since each factor space is T^, a countable subset 
has the discrete topology* Let P ’ be the subset of P formed 
as follows: for the i\. factors of P not countably compact
let the corresponding factors of P ’ be the countable subsets 
without limit points, and for the countably compact factors 
of P (if there are any) choose a single point from each as 
the corresponding factor of P® * Then P® has no limit points 
and hence is a closed subset of P* Therefore, since P is 
normal, P* is normal. The space T of Lemma 4 is a product 
of A. factors consisting of a countable number of elements 
(the positive integers) each of which has the discrete to­
pology* Hence P» is homeomorphio to T* This implies that 
T is normal, which contradicts Lemma 4* Therefore if the 
product of nonempty T^-spaces is normal, all but at most a 
countable number of factors must be couhtably compact*
*D *
THEOREM 20 [9. Theorem 4]: The following properties
of the product of nonempty metric spaces are equivalent:
(a) The product is paracompact.
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(b) The product is normal,
(c) At most a countable number of the factors are 
not compact,
PROOF I (a)—-»(b). Because metric spaces are Hausdorff 
and because the product of Hausdorff spaces is Hausdorff, 
this follows from Theorem 5,
(b) —^ (o ). This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 
19, since metric spaces are T^.
(o ) —^ (a). A theorem of Tychonoff says that the 
topological product of compact spaces is compact [6 , Theorem 
5,13] and hence the compact factors have a compact product. 
The product of the remaining countable number of metric 
factors is metrizable (that is the product has a metric for 
which the product topology is the metric topology). This 
follows from a theorem proved in Kelley [6 , Theorem 4.14] 
and the fact that metric spaces are T^ and the product of 
T^-spaces is T^. Hence the countable noncompact factors 
have a product which is a metric space. By Theorem 18, the 
product of the compact factors and the noncompact factors is 
the product of a compact space and a metric space and there­
fore paracompact, Q,E,D.
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CHAPTER 7 
COUNTABLY PARACOMPACT SPACES
A countably paracompact space is a topological space in 
which every countable, open cover has a locally finite 
refinement. The results given in this chapter, with the 
exception of the final remarks, are due to C, H« Dowker.
THEOREM 31 [5. Theorem 11: The topological product
X Y of a countably paracompact space X and a compact space 
Y is countably paracompact.
PROOF : Let ^  = ^U^^ be a countable, open cover of
X  ̂  Y and let 7^ be the set of all points x 6  X such that 
{ ^ % Y  CZ . Since ^N %  M: N open in X and M open in
Y^ forms a base for the product topology, if xé7^, then 
every (x,y) 6  X Y has a neighborhood N . . U. . The 
family ^M: y 6 Y^ is an open cover of Y and, since Y is com­
pact, there is a finite subset of this family which covers 
Y. For a fixed x 6  X, let N(x) be the intersection of the 
sets N corresponding to this finite subset. Since N(x) is a 
finite intersection of open sets, N(x) is open, and, since
each N contains x, x GN(x) . Since N Y CZ  j for each
N, N(x) ^  Y d  . It then follows from the definition
of 7^ that N(x)cz.7j,o N(x) is a neighborhood of x and 
therefore, since we have shown that every x €̂ 7 ĵ has a neigh-
—42—
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borhood contained entirely in is open. Given xe-X,
x̂̂  ̂  Y is compact, since ^x^ Y is homeomorphio to the
compact set Y, and therefore the open cover of lx\'X.Y
has a finite subset which covers ^x^'^Y. Therefore, for 
any x, there is an i such that ^  hence
every x is in some We have shown that is an open
cover of X. Since is countable and Z is countably
paracompact, there is an open, locally finite refinement ^W\ 
of . For each open set W, let g{W) be the first Yĵ  con­
taining W, and let Ĝ  ̂= g( W) = Y^^. G^ is the union
of open sets and therefore open. By definition Ĝ  ̂<d Ŷ .̂ As 
i takes on all positive integral values, every x e X  is con­
tained in some W such that g(W) = Yĵ  and hence ^ G ^  is a cover 
of X. Since each member Gĵ  is the union of members of a 
locally finite cover is locally finite.
For j i, let G^j = Y) Uj. Since Ĝ  ̂ is open
in X and Y is open in Y and is open in x'^Y, Ĝ .̂ is
open in X'X^Y. Given any point (x,y) 6 X Y, x 6 G^ for some 
i, since ^G^ covers X, and so G ^ X . ^  contains (x,y). We 
have shown xG G ^ Y ^  and therefore, by definition of Y^,
( X, y) S: ^x^ X  ̂  " This means that for some j i,
(x,y)€rUj. Hence any point (x,y) E (Gj^X^ Y) r\Uj = G^^ for 
proper i and j, or, in other words, Ĝ̂  ̂ covers X 
Gĵ j = ( G ^ X ^ )  r\ Hj <d Hj implies that refines •
Given any (x,y) 6  X since ^G^^ is a locally finite cover
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of X, there exists an open neighborhood 0(x) which meets 
only a finite number of members of • 0(x) Y is an
open set in X ̂  Y containing (x,y) • By definition of j,
0(z) Y meets only when 0(x) meets Gĵ , that is only
for a finite number of indices i does 0(x) ' ^ Y  meet G.2. J
Since G. . is defined for J <. i, there exists, for each i,1  J
only a finite number of sets G . H e n c e  (x,y) has a neigh-X  J
borhood 0(x) %  Y which meets only a finite number of members 
of . Hence has an open, locally finite refinement
and therefore X ̂ Y is countably paracompact» Q,.E.D.
THEOREM 23 [5, Theorem 2]: The following properties of
a normal space X are equivalent:
(a) The space X is countably paracompact•
(b) Every countable, open cover of X has an open,
point finite refinement,
(c) Every countable, open cover of X has a count­
able, open refinement such that ^  for
each 1 .
(d) Given a decreasing sequence of closed sets
with vacuous intersection, there exists a sequence 
{̂ Gĵ  of open sets with vacuous intersection such 
that d  Gĵ  •
(e) Given a decreasing sequence of closed sets
with vacuous intersection, there exists a sequence
of closed -sets with vacuous intersection
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such that d  for each i.
PROOF: (a) — (b). This is clear, since any locally
finite cover is point finite*
(b) — ( c ) . Let be a countable, open cover of Z
with an open, point finite refinement ^  Let g(W)
be the first containing W and let
g(W) = . Given any x 6 Z, there is a such that
and since is a refining cover and is countable,
there exists a least i such that x ^ W d U ^ .  Then, for the
same i, x<£:G^. Hence ^G^ is an open cover of Z. Each Gĵ  
is the union of members of the point finite cover IjJ and 
therefore ^G^ is point finite. By Theorem S, every open, 
point finite cover of a normal space has an open refinement 
with the same indexing set, where, for each index, the 
closure of the member of the refining cover is contained in 
the member of the given cover. Hence there exists an open 
cover such that d  G^* Gĵ  is the union of sets each
of which is contained in and so Hence d  Gj^d
Uĵ , which completes the proof*
( c )— (d) . Let be a sequence of closed sets where
F i ^ l d  Fĵ  and = 0, and let = Z - F̂ .̂ Given xeZ,
since = 0, there is an F j, for some j, such that x ̂
F j , and hence x 6 Z - F^, Each is the complement of a 
closed set and therefore is a countable, open cover of
Z* By hypothesis, therefore, there is an open cover
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such that V C L  for each i* Let = X - Since Vĵ (C:
U^, X - = F^<C X - = Gĵ . Each G^, as the complement
of a closed set, is open. Since covers X, V J  = X,
and therefore, by De Morgan* s Theorem, ĵ Ĝ  = (X -
Y^) = 0 .  Therefore ^ G ^  is the desired family,
( d) — ( e ) . Let be a sequence of closed sets such
that and = 0. By assumption, there is a
sequence of open sets, where Fj^CZ G^ and = 0 .
Since the closed set F^ is contained in the open set Gĵ , then 
F^ and X - Gĵ  are disjoint closed subsets of a normal space 
X, and hence, by Urysohn’s Lemma, there is a continuous func­
tion 0^ from X to [0,1] such that 0^^(x) = o for x 6  Fĵ  and 
0j^(x) = 1 for X 6 X - Gĵ . Define G^j = ^x: 0j^(x) <  l/j^ and 
define j^ij " Since the sequence ^l/j*\ approaches 0
as j approaches oo, = ^x: 0j^(x) = O"̂ . Consider
X - G^j = ^x: 0j^(x) ^  1/j^. Since the set ^^^(x): 1/j ^
0^(x) is closed and since is continuous, X  - G^j is
closed and therefore G^^ is an open set. Also, since [0,1] 
is Tj, A^ = ^x: 0^(x) = 0^is closed by the same argument.
By definition, A^ is the countable intersection of open sets 
and hence is a -set. On Fĵ , 0^ = 1 and since A^ is the 
set of points on which 0ĵ (x) = 0, Fĵ  Aĵ . On X - Gĵ , 0j^(x) * 
1 and therefore Aj_P\ (X - G^) = 0 ,  which means that A^ d  G^ 
and r \ ^ A ^ d  O  î -i = 0, The family ^ A ^  is a sequence of 
closed G^-sets with vacuous intersection such that d  A^»
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(e) — > (a). Let be a countable, open cover of 2
and let = 2 - Each is the complement of an
open set and hence closed, and, since = 2  - L_J k<i+l^k^
2 - = Fĵ , ^F^ is a decreasing sequence. Because
covers 2, “ 2, and therefore, by De Morgan * s
Theorem, 2 - ^ j ^ F ^  = 0, By assumtion, therefore,
there is a sequence of closed, G^-sets such that F j d
A. and f^.A. = 0, As a G_-set, A. is the intersection ofJ J d O J
a countable number of open sets and thus 2 - A- is, by
De. Morgan’s Theorem, the union of a countable number of
closed sets. Since A^ is closed, 2 - A^ is open. Let 2  -J J
Aj = where B^^ is closed for all j and i.
We now wish to show that the F^-set 2 - Aj may be 
assumed to be the union of closed sets such that for each i 
the set with index i is contained in the interior of the 
set with index i + 1, Let j be fixed, and consider Bj^.
This is a closed set contained in the open set 2 - Aj and, 
since 2  is normal, there is an open set Cj-ĵ  such that Bj^^cH 
Cjj^CI "5 j2 <Z 2 - Aj, Let Djg =» BjgVJ "Cĵ . As a finite union 
of closed sets, Djg is closed, and B j g d D j g C d Z  - Aj.
Hence, since 2 is normal, there is an open set Cjg such that 
Dj2<2 G j g d  Cj2 <^ 2 - Aj. Since Cj^^cC D j g C C j g ,  Cjj^is 
contained in the interior of Cjg, Continuing in this way, 
it is possible to construct a sequence of closed sets ^ j  
such that B j ^ j i ^ * Since Ji^ j i V. ) ii
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X “ A j SLUd, 8 luo @ ĵ B j X — A ̂ ^ ~ X — A j » Thus
X - Aj is the union of closed sets Üj^ such that d  Cj ^
Cj (Z2 i 0 j i+i X “ Aj implies that i^ ji ̂
^ i ^ j i ^  V^i^jji+l*^^ “ Since IJi^ji = X - A j,
VJi^ji - X - Aj, Fj = X - W k ^ j ^ k  so X - Fj =
V J j^k * Sine e F j d  A j , X ■• A j X — F j « Thenef one, C j j^d
Z - Aj C  Z - Fj = U k g j ^ k -
Let = Uĵ  - V_Jj<i'Cjj^« As the intersection of an 
open set Uĵ  and the complement of a finite union of closed 
sets, Vĵ  is open. For j -ci, "Cjj^d k6 j^k*^ V_V k<i^k 
therefore kcl^k" ^
Uĵ  - V_Jk<i^k* covers X and thus each point x e X is in
a Uĵ , and is in a first because the cover is count­
able, and hence zis in the corresponding Therefore
is an open cover of X, By definition of Vj_, Yj^d U^, and 
thus is an open refinement of , We now show that
is locally finite. Because f~^jAj = 0, for each x eX, 
there is an Aj such that x^Aj, Then x € X  - Aj = 
and so, for at least one k, x € Cj^. For i >  j and i >  k, 
Cjjj.d'Sijĵ  because of the construction of the sets Cj^, This 
means that Cj^^C L J  so = 0.
or Cjjj,OY^ = 0. Thus Cjĵ . is a neighborhood of x which does 
not meet for i >  max [ j ,k], and hence Cj^ meets only 
for a finite number of indices i. Therefore is locally
finite, Q.E.D,
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THEOREM 23 F5. Corollary to Theorem 2]: Every per­
fectly normal space is countably paracompact.
PROOF; Since a perfectly normal space is a normal 
space in which every closed set is a G^-set, a perfectly 
normal space satisfies Equivalence (e) of Theorem 22 with 
Fĵ  = and hence is countably paracompact. Q.E.D.
THEOREM 24 [5, Lemma 3]: The topological product
X %  Y of a countably paracompact normal space X and a compact 
metric space Y is normal.
PROOF: Let A and B be two disjoint closed sets in
X '^Y. Every metric space has a countable base for open 
sets, and therefore let Y have the countable base 
Let X be a finite subset of the positive integers and de­
fine H^ = ^Jiéï^i* every z € X, let A{x) be the set
contained in Y defined by £z^')(^A(x) = ( ̂ x% 'X, Y ) P\ A and 
let B{x) be the set contained in Y defined by {x^ y^B(x) =
( ̂ x"̂  ̂  Y ) P\B. The set { ̂ x^ Y) P\ A is closed (relative 
to \x1 ^  Y) and since this set is homeomorphic to A(x), A(x) 
is closed in Y. In the same way, B(x) is closed in Y. Let 
= £x: A(x) d  H^ d  d  Y - B(x)"^, is the intersection
of the two sets ^x: A(x) d  H ^  and ^x: H^ ciY - B(x)^ and we 
wish to show that both sets are open in X, Let x^ be a 
point of X such that A ( x ^ ) d  H^ and let y be any point of 
Y - H^. Therefore y^A(x^) and so, by the definition of 
A(x^), (x^,y)^A. (x'y^Y) - A is open in X'yC^Y since A is
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closed, and therefore there is a neighborhood N o f  
( , y )> where N is open in X and M is open in Y, such that
(C (X'X.Y) - A. As y ranges over Y -
the corresponding sets M form an open cover of Y - Y -
Hy is a closed subset of the compact set Y and hence there 
are a finite number of sets M which cover Y - Let
N(x^) be the intersection of the corresponding finite number 
of open sets N in Z. Then N(x^) (Y - H^) does not meet A 
and so, if xeN(x^), A(x) <C N(x^) is a finite intersec­
tion of open sets and hence open. Therefore ^x; A(x) 
is open. In exactly the same way (that is let x^ be a point 
of X such that B(x^) d  Y - etc.) it is shown that £x:
B(x) d  Y - = ^x: d  Y - B(x)^ is open. Since
A(x) d  d  Y - B(x)^, Uy is open.
We now show covers X, Suppose xeX, Since A and
B are disjoint, for any x GX, A(x) r\B(x) = 0, Since metric
spaces are regular, for each point y e A(x), there is an open
set, and we may assume a base member whose closure
separates y and a neighborhood of y, Y - B(x), That is for 
each y€A(x), there is a in the base such that Gĵ  A  B(x) = 
0, As y ranges over A(x) this set ^  of base members G^ 
covers A(x), A(x) is a closed subset of the compact set Y 
and hence is compact, and therefore a finite subset of the 
cover covers A(x), In other words, for a finite subset 
Y of the positive integers, A(x)<C “ '̂6* Since,
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for each O  B(x) = 0, it follows that =
- B(x). Therefore, if x eX, xe^x: A(x) <d 
^x: d  y - B(x)| = , and hence covers X.
There are a countable number of finite subsets ^  of 
the positive integers and thus is a countable, open
cover of X.
X is countably paracompact and normal and therefore, 
by Equivalence (c) of Theorem 22, there is an open, locally 
finite refinement of such that d  for each
Y . Define U = ^  B ̂) * Since and are both
open in X and Y respectively, is open in X ■')><Ĉ Y for
each Y, and hence Ü is open in X  ̂ Y .  For (x,y)€A, x é V ^ d  
for some Y » since covers X, and hence, by definition
of U^, yeA(x)cCH^. Therefore, if ( x,y) €: A, (x,y) € H^,
for some Y , and hence A d  U* Since is locally finite,
for each x eX, there is an open neighborhood N(x) of x which
meets only a finite number of the sets V^. Therefore the 
neighborhood N(x) Y of an arbitrary point (x,y) meets only 
a finite number of sets that is ^  is local­
ly finite. By Theorem 1, Û  = %  H^). Since Y^ \  Hy =
VjXïTî» 9  = X  » and, since T 7 Cl 0  ̂ for each 1$,
U x t ’^ X i ^ l  Hence Ü C  V J ^ t U ^ X  H ^ ) -  I t
follows from the definition of that (Ug ̂  H^) P\B = 0,
for each Y , and therefore, since U d  Û  C\B -
0, Thus, we have separated the closed set A from an open
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set (xy^Y) - B containing A by an open set U whose closure 
is contained in (X ̂ Y )  - B and so x')^Y is normal* Q.E.D*
THEOREM 25 [5, Theorem 4]i The following two proper­
ties of a T^-space X are equivalent:
(a) The space X is countably paracompact and normal*
(b) The topological product X'X, I with the closed line 
interval I = [0,1] is normal.
PROOF : (a)— =>'(b). Since [0,1] is a compact metric 
space, X'XvI is normal, by Theorem 24*
(b)—>(a). Suppose X 'X 1 is normal* X is homeomor­
phic to x'X\lol* s. closed subset of the normal space X %  I , 
and hence X is normal.
Now we show that X is countably paracompact* Let ^F^^ 
be a decreasing sequence of closed sets in X such that 
^^i^i The interval [0 ,1/i) is open relative to [0 ,1 ].
Let = (X - Fĵ ) 'X, [0,1/i) • Since X - F^, as the complement 
of a closed set, is open in X, is open in X %  I and thus 
is open in X X  I* Therefore A = X  ̂  I - is
closed in X ̂  I* Given any x € X ,  since (~\±^± = there is
an i such that x e X - Fĵ * For all i, 0 6  [0,1/i ) and so
(x,0) ̂  , for some i. Finally, (x,0)^A and hence, if B is
the closed subset x'X ^0^ of X'^Ij A P\ B = 0* Since X ^ I  
is normal, there are disjoint open sets TJ and V such that 
A CL TJ and B <c Y* Define, for each i, G^ = (x,l/i) € u'̂ *
Then Ĝ  ̂ is open* For any x 6  X, (x,0) e B and, since V is an
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open set containing B, (x,l/i)GT for a large enough i.
Since T and U are disjoint, this means (x,l/l)^ U, for large
enough 1. Therefore it follows from the definition of
that = 0* Let z Since ^Fj^ is a decreasing
sequence, for j ̂  i, F. o  F. and therefore x 4 X  - F .. Hence^ J ^ J
(x,l/i)^ (X - F ^ ) X  Co.1/j) = Wj, for j i. For J ^  i,
1/i^ [0 ,1 /j). Therefore (x,l/i) ^ (X - F̂ . ) X  C0,1/J) = ,
for j ^  i. This means (x,l/i) ̂  .W., which means (x,l/i ) e
X X l  - = A XJ, and hence, from the definition of
G^, x€G^. We have shown that, given a decreasing sequence 
of closed sets such that C^^Fj^ = 0 , there is a sequence
of open sets {G^ such that = 0 and such that F^ <C Ĝ ^
and hence, by Theorem 22, X  is countably paracompact* Q,E,D* 
It has been shown by B. J. Ball that every linearly 
ordered space is countably paracompact [1 ].
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